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SECOND ESSAY

PhilosophicalAspectsof Darwinism

I
The mechanistic model of nature which the seventeenthcentury
brought forth concerneditself at first with existingstructures,be it
solar systemor animal organisms,without committingthe thinker on.
the questionof their genesis.Each structureas found was conceived
as a functioningmechanismwhoseanalysisinto elementarycomponentsof matter and motion was to explain its actual functioning by a
uniform standard:how it had cometo be in a past history of nature
was no part as yet of the scientificagenda,if sometimesthe subject
for summaryspeculation.This temporary avoidanceof a question
fraught with theologicaldangersprotectedthe infancy of modern
science.For a centuryor so its founderswere sparedthe problemof
origins by their theislticbeliefs. Even when the infant had gown in
strength,eighteenth-century
deismstill suppliedthe tenuoustheological settingfor the new scientificcosmology.Against the idea of the
Cosmosas a living self-creati:dwhole to which pantheistsclung, deism
acceptedthe idea of a vast machinewhich, once set up, follows its
courseautomatically.But it had to be setup in the first place:the continual creatorbecamethe constructor(the "clockmaker") activebut
once;and the placeof the unmovedmoverwho drawsthe world into
his eternalpresentwastaken by the initial mover who had imparted a
fixed momentumin the past.By a curiousirony of fate, the Biblical
conceptof an extramundaneCreator, and of creationas a circuml 3 8I
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scribedact in the_beginning,
had helpedto preparethe groundfor this
jejungpicture."was wiir ein Gott, der nur von aussenstiesse?',
protestedGoethe.However,the idea of the ready-mademechanismwas
for the scientificmind itself a temporaryeipedient only. The first
things in_explanationmust inevitablyatsobeiome the first things in
time, and the presentconfigurationmustbecomethe latestmemberof
a time-seriesconnectingit with those first things. If these are the
utterly primitive onesof matterand motion unplanned,and the series
leading to the present condition can be constructed from their
premisesalone,creationbecomessupererogatory.
Question-sof origin have been inhereni in any comprehensiveinquiry into the nature of things sincethe beginnin[s of human speculation, and mechanisticphilosophyis no ex&ptioi. It, principl& initiated of themselvestwo.traini of investigatibnwith rigard^to every
physicat entity, of which the secondwis taken up "J soon as thl
maturation of the first allowed scienceto emergefrom the shelter of
deism.The first, as we said, was the analysis6t gu.o physicatsystems,that is, the explanationof their observedfunc'tioningin terms
of
the generalprinciplesof mechanics;the secondwas the-reconstructiol o! the possiblegenerationof suchsystemsfrom antecedentstates
and ultimatgly from some primordial siate of matter which, by the
operation of the same general principles of mechanicsand without
the intervention of an intelligent design,would in due course transform itself into the stable system,rnlde, consideration as simply
a
necessary
stagein its caus.al
The
two
sides
are
exemplifi-d
on
lirtory.
the one.handby_Newton'stheoryof the sorarsystemas ai existing
mechanism'on the other, by the-Kant-Laplaceneburarhypothesisof
the originationof this system.lThe poini in modernpnlJics is trrat
tle answerto both thesequestionsmust emproyttte rim', principles,
that.is to say, that origin ind resurtingexistencl do not dilier except
in the senseof antecedentand subiequent states of an identical
substratum:the_producing
reality is of thi sameorder as the product,
beingmerelydifferentlylocatedin the infinite time_series
of ciuse and
1' Both sideswere allegdyarticulatedin Hobbes'geneticderivation
oJthe ..bodypotitic": the samep-rimitiveAynamic,
flfl$:f].a1aly9is

rear or uolent death, determinesthe unordered "state of nat're,,'
the
transition from this to the commonwealth,and tn" *."n-i"l-or
tn"
latter.
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".ft",. This impliesthat any given entity can be treatedat the same
time as a product and as itself productiveof tle future state which
will result from it.2 The only qualitative difterenceadmitted between
originsin generaland their late consequences
(if the former are to be
more self-explainingthan the latter ind thus suitableas a relative
startingpointfor explanation)is that the originsmust,in the absence
of an intelligent designat the
legrnning of things, representa simpler
stateof matter such as can plausibly
be assumldoir random conditions. with this sole difierence,earliest origins and latest results are
of the samenature. And sinceit is nothin-gbut disequilibriumthat
providesthe dynamicsof change,any stateof organizauonattainedis
of equilibrium resulting from the insiability of an earlier
1..:.ur".t"
distribution.Thus the place of trinscending,construciivecreation
is
taken by the total seriesin its infinite contLuation itself. The metaphysical secretof this new-approachries in the radicany temporal
conceptionof being, or in its identificationwith action uid prorrrr.
^scheme,
rhe centralpositionwhich motion assumes
in the ontorogical
in replacementof any ens rearissimumenvisaged
in totilei rp..urution, denotesthis shifr.
rn this new meaningof "origins" we observea complete
reversarof
the older conception-"o1"g*ys the superiority of 'the
origioutiog
principleover its efiects.rt had mostlybJen assumedthat
there must
ool only more powerbut alsomore perfectionin the cause
than in
-b..
originatingagencymust possess
more
reality
than the
.The
T:_:1*l originated
by it. rt must alio be superior i." formar
ltungs
essence'to accountfor the degreeof form that thi derivative
things
2. The view is inustratedby Lapracehhypotheticar,.divine
calcurator,,,
to whoseanalysisthe presentstateof the un-iverse,
insteadof representing
a lastingmachineonce-constructed,is but a passing"oong,riatlJo
-ine Lt matter in the continuar shift of-.configurations^whi"i
"o*p?r"
worrat
existencein limitresstime. Art tnnZ ":o"ii*otions are
"iuiia)i
as
temporal sectionsthrough a constant quantity of
matter u,iJ-rnolioo. ffru,
any choice of
for the b"cdtdl;'as
arbitrary as that of one for
an ending,and.a-poin-t
indeedas the chdice oithe existing,i"t" rffie'senting

thedesign
of thecreator.
Eachinstantor ti-" lr-"'rfu"

ir"iini"a i""i"uia"
in its data of b-odies,
and forcesit " uuri, riTm ;hiJ io "oo-positions,
struct backwardand forward the statesat each a"a u"y-otrrer-insiant
ot
time. To the limitressanalyticatinfellect, one instant contains
the whole
history of the world in pait and future. The world is
conceivedas the
history ol matter rather tian as a particutaioroer of
matter.
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may enjoy. At the very least the cause must possessof these things
"as
much as," "not less than," the things springrng from it.a Obviously this pattern is completely reversedin the kind of genetic deduction which modern theory inaugurated. If the most elementary situations can of themselvesgive rise to all diversification and order, and if
the latter are explained by the dynamics of the former, then, paradoxically speaking,the antecedentcause is here inferior to the eftect,
in terms of structural articulation though not in terms of quantity,
which is constant. Thus genetically as well as functionally, the primitive is called upon to account for the more articulated, the unitable
for the stable, disorder for order, becoming for being.
II
Of all provinces of reality the living kingdom longest defied the
application of this idea of origins, and it was only in the nineteenth
century that the theory of evolution succeededin subjugating it in this
lespect to the general scheme. what were the particular difficulties?
To Descartes, animal bodies were machines constructed to function
they d9, and though tlere is neither intelligence nor purposiveness
I
in their functioning itself, this being automatic, theif cdnstruction
toward such functioning seemedto call for precisely those qualities.
If then the constructive task assumedly devolves upon matter itself,
the very successof the scientific analysis of organisms-unlike that of
the majestically crude cosmic structure-stands in the way of making
the assumption good rn their case. For the more admirably they
revealed themselvesto be constructed, the less possible it seemedto
conceive of the genesisof such patterns other tfan by design, and at
3. It was characteristic of the classical attitude to understand the
lower, i.e., more elementary, in the light of its being a ,,less" of the higher,
to that extent as lacking in reality, and as subiervient to the higher
realization. As the first principle of explanation was taken from the hlghest kind of being, which is also ontologically ..first,,, explanation was
typically- from thg top of the scale downward, the lower orders being
derived from the higher by way of privation. The realm of passion, foi
example, is characterized by the absence of reason, but in order to exist it
must still participate in the principle of being, though it does so to a lesser
degree than does reason. Plotinus furnishes the extreme example of this
direction of explanation from higher to lower, where the bottom of the
scale is the last to be accounted for.
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that by a designas far superiorto the designof human ingenuityas
the natural machinesproved superiorin constructionto man-made
ones. If design or teleologicaldirection were ruled out, the odds
againsta mere chanceproductionwould seemno lessoverwhelming
than those againstthe famous monkeys'randomly hammeringout
world literature on their typewritersin the aeonsat their disposal.
The comparisonholds so long as the fixity of species,and consequentlyseparateoriginationof each,is assumed.
The problem is complicatedby the fact that in the caseof these
mechanicalstructures,i.e., organisms,unlike the more enduring
cosmicones,we constantlywitnesstheir coming-to-bein the individual instances.If anywhere,then heregenesisdoesbelongto the complete picture of the entity itself; but the genesisin questionpoints
distinctly awayfrom the mechanisticpattern. For in the ever-repeated
origination of highly organized individuals from an infinitesimal
germ, the working-out of a prearrangedplan of growth and development seemsobvious.Thus the very idea of "development''whichthe
facts of reproduction suggestedstood in the way of applying to the
living kingdom the samecategoriesof genesisthat were applied on
mechanisticprinciplesto reality at large. Indeed, the term "evolution" denotedoriginally just this phenomenonof individual genesis,
and by no meansthe genesisof species.On the con'trary,"evolution"
in its literal sensepresupposes
the existenceof the species,becauseit
is preciselythis which, in the personsof the parent individuals, provides the prearrangedplan to be "evolved" in every given case of
generation.What evolvesis not the model itself but its re-embodiment in each generationfrom germ to maturity: what evolveswas
involved in the germ, its potency there derived from its act in the
progenitor.In termsof cause-effect
relation,then,the parentaccounts
not only for its offspring'sexistencebut also for its offspring'slonz
by its own possession
of this selfsameform. This is a pattern very
differentfrom the mechanisticchain of causeand effectand strongly
suggeststhe operation of a causaformalis in addition to a causaefficiens, or the existenceof substantialforms, which were otherwise
bannedfrom the whole systemof natural explanation.In short, the
very conceptof.ddvelopement
was opposedto that of mechanicsand
still implied someversionor other of classicalontologlr.
When, therefore,the questionof origin was at last extendedto
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thosepermanentlyself-repeating
plans of growth themselves,a venture of prime ontologicalimportancewas initiated,whose
,u"""r, oo
the termsof natural sciencewas bound to completethe
anti_platonic
movementof the modern..jod. on the-premiseof the noneternity
of
our earth, which followed from the scientificcosmorogy,
firsi ,"presentativesin the chainsof generationwere still ca[ei'ior-i",
trr"y
werein the doctrineof creation),but they no longerwould
haveto be
representatives
of the existingpatterns,if these'areregardeJas the
temporaloutcomeratherthan ai the timeressdeterminaits
of the rifeprocess.The probability-probremindicated by the example
of the
monkeyswould then be split up into two divisions,that od
the ,pontaneousgenerationof the first forms and that of the
descentfrom
them of th9 presentones, and this splitting-up held
the secretof
success
in that it overcamethe monstrousim-probabilityembodied
in
that example.
"Evolution"
in the modernsensemadeit possibleto credit unaided
r-"j" plausiblywith the productionol the living kingdom,
and
T1:r":
mus to advance

the materialistic monism of scienc"-u" i decisive
step. rt did so by abandoningthe original meaning of the ierm "evolution," derived from the growth process of individual organisms: the
idea of preformation and unfolding was abandoned and replaced by
the quasi-mechanical picture of an unplanned, undirected, yet progressive sequence whose beginnings, unlike the germ, adumbrate
nothing of the outcome or of the successivesteps. If the living forms
are descendedfrom one another and have not each arisen independently, the stumbling block of spontaneousgeneration is pushed 6ack
t9 th9 very first instance of life as such, where its magnitude and
therefore its theoretical inconvenience are reduced in pioportion to
the minimum of organization assumedin these first beginnings. Immeasurably consequential as was the first step, the transition from
inorganic to organic, it can hypothetically be made small enough not
to overstrain the probabilities of chance eombination. A1l further
variegation is then left to the dynamics of this initial something, and
for the whole doctrine to be a scientific one it is essential thit the
dynamics invoked do not contain any element of teleology, of preformative disposition or aspiration toward the higher formi to come,
but that they "evolve" those higher forms without their being in any
senseo'involved" in the initial stage. Everything therefore dependson
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a conception of these dynamics which both is causally satisfactory
and does not burden the primitive with any mysterious content
anticipatory of the more advanced: the operative causality, while
accounting for the emergenceof the advanced in successionfrom the
primitive, must let the latter be as unambiguously primitive as it is.
Then, while each throw of the dice is still blind, the probabititysituation is yet decisively changed: the first and simplest form of life
once given, all further shaking of the dice occurs in confined diceboxes with selected dice and defined wavs for them to be cast. so
that the game of chance is vastly ou.ro*"i down. Also each "throw"
is bound by the sum of the previous ones, adding to their result and
not starting over again. In other words, life, once existing, progressively sets its own conditions for the mechanical play of variations;
and the probabilities do look better than for the monkeys, who at
each moment start anew, their action undetennined by their past
performance.
Thus herediry, which at first seemed the strongest argument for the
doctrine of immutable species,becomes an instrument for their very
derivation by way of change: transmitted in reproduction, the efiects
of mutation can accumulate within one strain, superaddedone upon
the other, and the small steps of chance are allowed to grow into vast
and complex patterns. In addition to this cumulative functioning of
mutation through heredity, the working of nntural selection on its
results seems to fill admirably the place of a directing principle
vacated by teleology. Indeed it was the Darwinian theory of evolution, with its combination of chance variation and natural selection,
which completed the extrusion of teleology from nature. Having become redundant even in the story of life, purpose retired wholly into
subjectivity.
Like every major theory, the contemporary theory of evolution and
genetics is an intricate combination of fact, hypothesis, and deduction. In the category of established fact belongs evolution as such:
that speciesdo change, have emerged in series of changesfrom ancestral forms, and in their entirety form a branching family system of
common descent in which the simple precedes the complex, and
transitions are gradual. Also an ascertainedfact is the occurrence of
mutations; but not their nature or cause.Natural selection is a logical
deduction from the two premisesof competition and of differencesin
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the competitors,which themselvesare facts. The chance-characterof
mutationsis a hypothesis:the inducementof someof them by exbut
ternalforces,suchas radiation,is a fact of laboratoryexperience,
these
are
for
all
of
them
and
for
their
the claim that
representative
underlying dynamics is a mere trial with Occam's ruo\ and the
sufficiencyof this kind of variability for the emergenceof the major
plansof organizationis, so far, more a metaphysicalcontention(or,
more soberly,a methodologicalpostulate) than a scientifichypothesis*if "hypothesis" implies the construction of at least a mentally
workablemodel.All theseaspectsraisephilosophicalissues,someof
whichwe shallindicate.
III
The mere factual discovery of evolution had a profound significancefor the very conceptof life, quite apartfrom the specialissueof
the descentof man. In Descartes'conceptionof animal nature, the
point of departure is some definite mechanicalstructure-a grven
type of organism-and the life of the animal in questionis the function of that structure,the performanceof the machine.Here structure
unilaterallydeterminesfunction and explainsit; its analysistherefore
answersall the questionswhich can reasonablybe askedwith respect
to a living thing. Evolutionism,however,regardsthis given type of
structure,the conditionfor a specificperformanceof life, as itself a
of a conproductof life, the outcomeand temporarystopping-place
tinuous dynamismwhich itself must be termed "life." Thus life ap
pearsin its very means,that is, in its structuralequipmentfor living,
as its own achievement,or at least result, insteadof being simply
endowedwith its meansand faculties.This is one of the most farreachingdiscoveriesever made with regard to the nature of life.
Among other things, it completesthe liquidation of immutableessences,and thus signifiesthe final victory of nominalismover realism,
which had had its last bulwark in the idea of natural species.This is a
major philosophical event in that it powerfully confirms the antiPlatonismof the modernmind. If we add to this the absenceof any
teleologicaldirectedness,
the evolutionaryprocesspresentsitself as a
sheer adventurewith an entirely unforeseeablecourse. This specifiof
cally modernidea of the unplanned,open-endedadventurousness
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life, the corollary to the absence of immutable essence, is again a
major philosophical consequenceof the scientific doctrine of evolution.
As on the physical scene at large, so in the history of life condi'
tions take the place of essenceas the originating principle. In the
shape of "environment," condition becomes so much a necessary
correlative to the concep of organism that it enters into the very
derivation of its being. The constitutive function of environment is
common to Lamarckism and Darwinism. Organism is seen as primarily determined by the conditions of its existence,and life is understood in terms of the organism-environment situation rather than in
terms of the exerciseof an autonomousnature.
Organism and environment together form a system,and this henceforth determines the basic concept of life. Living, then, is the behavior induced by this bipolar system in one of its poles; and the
typical patterns of living, the relative stability and specificness of
behavior in any given species, represent the equilibrium achieved
between the two factors that make up the situation. But so does
organic structure itself : this too, not only its current behavior, represents an equilibrium relative to the long-terrr generic situation, being
the outcome of the previous working of that situation on the substratum of life. In other words, the nonfixity of species,added to the
principle of environment, divests the subject of life to an unPrecedented degree of original and inherent determinations. In the
unplanned transactionsof the biological situation, and with the formative role of environment whose eftects accumulate over the generations. life's own created and immutable essencecontracts toward a
minimum, while the import of the total situation, with its demands
and selective criteria. increases toward a maximum. The minimum
left to the original essenceof life is just self-preservation, which is
analogous to the inertial laws ruling the conduct of a particle. The
maximum transferred to the situation is the sum total of all those
influences eliciting from mere self-preservation (by way of incidentally adaptive variability) that wealth of superstructure and suPerinduced behavior by which life as it were, entirely innocent of any
foreshadowing disposition toward them, sulprises itself-and its Creator if there is one. Mind was not foreseen in the amoeba, nor was
the vertebrate structure, scienceno more than the opposable thumb:
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one and the other were elicited in due-but unforeseeable-course in
the enormous span of the changing vital situation. The variability is
essentially instability, which itself testifies to the absenceof a predetermined substantialform.
This reduction of the formal essenceof life to the vanishing-point
of a mere vital momentum without specific original content, and correspondingly the throwing open of the indefinite horizon of situation
for the evoking of possibilities which were not pre-existing potentialities, have a familiar ring to those conversant with coniemporary
philosophies of Man. Indeed nineteenth-century evolutionism,-whicir
completed_the Copernican revolution in ontology, is an apocryphal
ancestor (along with the more official ones) of present-dat exiJtentialism. The latter's encounter with "nothingnesi" springs from the
denial of "essence" which blocked the recourse to an iaea "nature,'
of man, once oftered in his classical definition by reason (homo
animal rationale), or in the Biblical one by creation in the image of
God. The "image," in the absenceof creation, had vanished witl the
origrnal; and reason had been reduced to a means among means, to
be judged by the efficiency of its instrumental rolea in ihe survival
issue: as a mgrely formal skill-the extension of animal cunning-it
does not set but serve aims, is not itself standard but m"urnre-d by
standards outside its jurisdiction. rf there is a "life of reason" for
man (as distinct from the mere use of reason), it can be chosen only
nonrationally, as all ends must be chosen nonrationally (if they can
be chosen at all). Thus reason has no iurisdiction even over the
choice of itself as more than a means.dBut use of reason, as a
means' is compatible with any end, no matter how irrational. This is
the nihilistic implication in man's losing a "being" transcending the
flux of becoming. Nietzsche's nihilism and his attJmpt to overcome it
are demonstrably connected with the impact of Daivinism. The will
to power seemedthe only alternative left if the original essenceof
man had evaporated in the transitoriness and whiirsicality of the
evolutionary process. This is to say, not that Darwinism is'the pro4. But to have an instrumental role, 1sxsq1-i.s., mind_must have
causativeforce, and tlis,
-as-it challengesthe self-sufficiencyof -"t"ri_
alism, also raisesthe whole
issueof delerminismconnecteo'witn it: ,ee
Appendix to Fifth Essay.
5. Cf. Eighth Essay,especiallysect.III.
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genitor of existentialism,but that it conformsand contributesto all
the other mental factors out of whose total setting existentialism
logically grew. We mentionedthe major role which evolutionism
with the liquidation of immutable speciesplayed in the anti-platonic
trend of modernscience:existentialismis the most radicalconclusion
drawn so far from the unreservedlyacceptedvictory of nomin4tis,6
overrealism.
IV
Tn relating evolutionismto the copernican revolution, we have especially in mind the fact that it extendsto the realm of.Iife that combination of natural necessitywith radical contingency which the
Newtonian-Laplacean
cosmologyresultingfrom thit revolution had
universallyproclaimed.The combinationof necessityand continSjncy seemsparadoxical.The first obviousaspectof the universein
the modernscientificschemewas indeedthe sfrict rule of causallaw,
in the functionand consequently
alsoin the genesisof things,and this
seemsrather to exclude any kind of contingencyfrom nature. rt
certainlydoesexcludecontingencyin the senseof accidentsoutside
the law. In anothersense,however,the moderncausalschemeis the
very principleof an overall contingencyof existenceas such,insofar
as the necessityhere operatingis externalfor any given entity within
its pluralisticsettingand doesnot proceedas an iutonomoui law of
becoming from its intrinsic nature. Nor does it proceed from a
transcendentplan, in the comprehensive
designof which the particular things and their destiniesare integrated.Rather is the nicessity
that of the sum total itself in the interaction of its parts, each of
which contributesits quantityand is itself determinedby the distribution of quantitiesaroundit. Though everythingin this interactionis
governedby causallaw, the resultingformationsare metaphysically
contingent:none fulfills a particular end of reality, there-beingno
intrinsic preferencein reality for this rather than anotheroutcomeof
the arithmetic of interrelatedquantities.External necessityof the
summativetype is thereforethe corollary to the most radical continq::"y of every particular existence.some initial conditions being
different,the solarsystemwould not exist or would be otherwisethan
it is, and the completeness
of nature as an equilibrium-system
would
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be none the worsefor it. "Necessityplus contingency"can be most
simplyexpressed
hereby sayingthat there is the completeconcourse
of causesbut no reasonfor the systemasit happensto exist.
The samelogic appliesto life underthe categoriesof evolutionism.
The combinationof necessityand contingencyappearsin all the featureswhich we have discussed.
1. One such feature was the reversalof the older belief in the
superiorstatusof origins.since perfectionis not a standardintrinsic
in nature itself, the so-called "higher" structure may well emerge
from more primitive onesaccidentally,i.e., by the agencyof entirely
primitive forces.If higher levelshappento emergein,the dynamicsof
plmrtrye, their quality as levelsis wholly contingent,though their
lhe
factualityis necessary.
The importanceof this idea of descenifor the
self-understanding
of life is obvious.
2. Another featurewas the reversalof the traditional relation assumedbetweenpre-existingstructureand function, and here too we
meetthe characterof contingency.organic structure,thoughin each
given casethe condition for specificfunction, is itself the firnction of
a vital dynamicin the sequenceof generationswhich is concernednot
at all with the achievementof a particular structure but with the
businessof living and the continuanceof life as such. (we shall
presentlyseethat "concerned"is a metaphoricalexpressiononly.)
Sp1ie.s,a relatively slab1e,temporarily self-pelpetuatingstructure, is
an incidentalresultof life's historywith no terminatstatlusin creation
and no indication where it may lead next. The flux of dynamism
replacesessenceand qualifieswhat appearsas such with ; radical
contingency.
3. In-the emphasison environmentwe have a third featurepoint.
"necessityand
contingency."when we said 6efore
Tg up tle rule of
that in the evolutionaryconceptionthe patterns of organic structure
appearas themselves
productsof life, the meaningwis not that the
emergentform is consideredan autonomousachie-vement
of the living substancewhich would unfold in tlis series of emergenceits
original potentialities.The explanatoryaccentlies rather, ii accordance with th-g.physicalontology we have been discussing,on the
externalconditionsas the-chief agencyin evolution.only-when the
term "lifeo'comprisesthe interplayof organismand environmentis it
correctto say that "life producesspecies."Even the sayingthat the
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emergent forms are "adaptations" to conditions, credits, by Darwinian standards,too much to the bearer of life if adaptation iuggests a
performance on its part. The adaptations rather represent a dynamic
equilibrium, working itself out between the condiiions of the environment and the haphazard possibilities offered by organic instability.
Thus we observethe same shift from substanceand iti intrinsic properties to the function of a plural system of relations which characterizes the physical world-concept in general and leads to the combination of necessityand contingencyhere discussed.o
Regarding the distribution of causality between organism and environment as the factors of the evolutionary situation, we have to make
a final observation. According to Daiwinism the distribution is:
chance-variation (or mutation) on the part of the organism, natural
selection on the part of the environmint. The first of these rests
ultimately on the fact that nothing in nature is completely stable;
the second, on the fact that life is iontinually put to itt" tot under
the alternative of being and no,t-beinginherenf in it. what, then, is the
respective share of either of these two causes? Theoreticallv. the
mechanics of selection, in which no purpose intervenes, is to take
the place of teleology in that it decides ott th" merits of the random
material offered it, and it does so by criteria which, mechanical as
may be- pertinent to point out the bearing of all this on the
ctassrcal rdea of, "perfection." As long as in the Aristotelian
or even
uarreslan sensethere was such a thing as the definitive pattern
of a given
species,it was
to speak of a riore or less perfeci t"atirutiot of un
_possible.
essencein the lives of individuals. one could argue that an individual
is in
or lesser degree
flus
-Breatel "perfection" what it is destined to 6e, viz., a representative of
specles.
here means the completeness with which the
pattern of the tree or dog or of man comes to actualization
in the indi_
vidual development of a specimen of the species.Again, f";-th;
co*puri
son of specieswith one another and for their orderin-g in a scale
one could
postulate certain standards of perfection. But the piiture
i, cnu"leJ *n""
it is admitted-that speciesis only relatively stabl6, aoa tnui-ttis'stability
rep-resentsonly the temporary equilibrium among the forces which generally determine the structure as successfut. ln- ttris view, eactr given
structure represents a trying-out in the drama of adaptation
and is on
principle
,open to unforeseeable revisions which, if prisheJ i"t *ougt,
may result in something which can no longer be relarded u, th"
,,ro."
perfect realization of an original pattern, but musi be
termed a new
species.
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"progress"
they are, favor
in certain directions.It is to be noted,
however,that they "favor" by elimination.This is essentiallya negative substitutefor teleology:it accountsfor the disappearance
only
and not for the emergenceof forms-it suppresses
and does not
create. Thus it replacesteleology as a directing principle only on
condition that it is offeredthe suitablematerialto selectfrom. This
meansthat the positiverole, the emergence
of forms, falls wholly to
the random play of aberrationsfrom pattern, which as aberrations
are by themselves
indifferently"freaks," and on which the distinction
between deformity and improvementis superimposedby entire$
extraneouscriteria.Strainedthroughtheir sieve,the fortuitousis held
to turn constructive-and with no "cunning of reason"there results
the paradoxof advancethroughmischance,of ascentby accident.It
has still to be shown that the infinitely complex and wonderfully
adjustedorganic"machines"and their ascendingseriescan really be
accountedfor on theseterms.
It is not for us to decideon questionsof fact, but we can make
explicit what the hypothesisimplies.Plasticityis here instability,and
we are left with the riddle of the latter's feigning creativity. For if the
genesystemis the transmittor of heredity, stability-the condition of
faithful transmission-is its essentialvirtue. A mutation, tlen, is a
disturbanceof this stability, resulting in failure to transmit faithfully.
Presumablythe disturbanceis due to someexternalinfluence(e.g.,
radiation) which has managedto break through the stabilizing barriers of the system,and whoseaction, from the point of view of the
systgmitself, is nothingbut a mechanicalmishap.Sinceit is a mishap
to
of a future organism,it will resultin something
!h9 steering-system
which-from the point of view of the original pattern can only be
termeda deformity.However"useful" it happensto be, as a deviation from the norm it is "pathological."As similar mishapscontinue
to befall the samegenesystemin succeeding
generations,
in accumulation of suchdeformitiesunderthe premiumiystemof selectionmay
result in a thoroughlynovel and enrichedpattern: but the "enrichment" would still be an excrescenceon the original simplicity, a
slipping of the discipline of form multiplied ovei and over again
underthe licensingof selection;and thusthe high organizationof any
animal or of man would appeara giganticmonstrosityinto which the
originalamoebahasgrownthrougha long historyof disease.Tenden-
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tious as it sounds, this must be the picture so long as mutation is
conceived as nothing more than a freak accident whose deleterious or
beneficial quality (and deleterious is overwhelmingly the rule) is decided only post hoc in the lottery of natural selection, i.e., by the
external fiat of environment (except where intrinsic viability is
affected by the change). On this model, which reflects the present
conceptual state of genetics,any "higher" form is indeed nothing but
a sport, by itself indistinguishable from degeneration, of a ..lower"
form, but a sport which has turned out to have a differentiar survivalvalue. This extreme consequenceof Darwinism squarely poses the
question whether a mechanistic biology can do justice io-the phenomena of life.
Let us sharpen the question by the following consideration. In the
combination of Darwinism with modern geneticism which constitutes
the rational core of present theory, a new dualism of model-conception supersedesany previous one in the interpretation of life. rt is not,
as might appear at first glance, the dualism of organism and environment-this pair rather forms one interactive system-but the dualism
germ: sorltn, in which the soma (the actual organism) is itself part of
the "environment," namely, the immediate environment for thi germ
plasm and the mediator of the effects on the latter's existence oi the
wider environment. These effects, however, as far as conducted
through the life history of the soma, are merely in the either-or terms
of admission or nonadmissionof the germ to r-eproduction (i.e., to its
continuation qua germ) and in no way inctude any reflex of the
organism's experience and achievementsin its litetong dealings with
the environment. The nontransmission of acquired ihuru.t"i, pr"cludes the latter possibility. Thus there arises within the materialist
realm itself a strange parody of the cartesian model of two noncommunicating substances.weismann's theory of the continuity of the
germ plasm is the clearest expression of tiris new biological dualism.
There is on the one hand the blind automatisnnof a-germ history
enacted in the subterraneandarkness which no light fro-m ttre upp;
world penetrates;and on the other hand the uppeiworld of the soma
-iis
meeting the world in terms of life, pursuing
destiny, fighting its
battles, taking the impress of its viciories and defeats-anl a[ this
being of no other consequencefor the hidden charge than that of its
being either continued or eliminated. The vicissitudes of the germ,s
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histor], as expressed in mutations, are entirely separate from the
vicissitudes of the soma's history, uninfluenced by the whole drama
of life enacted in the light, though determining the latter through the
next embodiment. On these terms, the short-lived macroscopic individual appears as something like a repetitious offshoot of the enduring germ plasm, sent up in successionto provide its nourishing and
protecting "environment": all complexity of the temporary carriers
(with its attendant enjoyment and suffering) is the ever more expensive elaboration of this their subservientfunction. Thus the PlatonicAristotelian immortality of the species is here replaced by the immortality of the germ plasm as a continuous existencein itself; and in
a reversal of the classical formula, one would have to say that the
developed is for the sake of the undeveloped, the tree for the sake of
the seed.
V
In one respect, the triumph which materialism achieved in Darwinism contains the germ of its own overcoming. The metaphysical importance of Darwinism lay in the comparative successof its attempt
-imposed by the scientific commitment as such-to credit the
automatism of material nature with the generation of the branching
and ascendinglife forms. But by thus dispensing with the dualistic
necessityfor a creative principle different from the created, the resulting monism also drew upon deserted matter the full weight of a
burden from which dualism had kept it free: that of having to account for the origin of mind, in addition to the physical organizations
themselves.For the mental attributes are among the "sports" thrown
up in the mechanics of organic mutation, and this genetic doctrine
implies a more fundamental view of the relation of mind and body.
Of this relation the early philosophers of modern science (though with
important exceptions such as Hobbes and Gassendi) had taken a
conveniently dualistic view, and only after science had reaped to the
full the advantagesof this view did it exchange it for a materialistic
monism in the doctrine of universal evolution.
Let us recall what made science fasten upon a certain form of
dualism as the ontological setting most suitable for its puqpose, entrench itself in its portion of the patrimony, and finally discard the
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other half as redundant. Again we make reference to Descartes.The
scientific advantageof dualism was, at its briefest, that the new mathematical ideal of natural knowledge was best served by, and indeed
required, the clear-cut division between two realms which left science
to deal with a pure res extensa, untainted with the nonmathematical
characters of being. That reality in toto was not of this one desirable
kind had been realized by Galileo, whose doctrine of the mere subjectivity of the "secondary qualities" (the expression is Locke's) initiated the extrusion of the undesirable features from physical reality.
But subjects themselvesare objective entities within ieality, and tlie
extrusion of features remained incomplete so long as their dumpingground itself was a part of the world to be described by natural
science. Now cartesian dualism seemed the perfect uor*", to this
difficulty. Here was one substance whose one essential attribute is
extension, whose knowledge therefore is essentially in the mode of
measurement and mathematical description; and another substance
entirely separate and independent, whose one essential attribute is
awareness (cogitatio), and the appropriate mode of whose knowledge and description was indeed much less clearly stated, but also of
much less concern:' what mattered was its isolation from the other.
The isolation of the res cogitans was the most effective way of securing the complete ontological detachment of external reality-from what
was not extended and measurable. Thus, besides consiituting this
reality as a self-containedfield for the universal application of mathematical analysis, the division provided the metaphysical justification
for the all-out mechanical materialism of modern scien"e.drt must be
-7.- ln histories of philosophy Descartes figures mainly as the discoverer
o! -the ego cogito, i.e., the founder of the philosophy of consciousness
which terminated in idealism. when we take into accbunt, however, his
preoccupation with the metaphysical and methodological foundation of a
science of nature, we may suspect that the isolation of the res cogitans
was made perhaps more for the sake of the res extensa than for its own.
8. The fact that both idealism and materialism could issue from cartesianism is significant for the two positions themselves. It signifies (as the
First Essay has shown)- that they both are by their nature, not only in
time, postdualistic positions-in fact, disintegiation products of the hnal
stage of dualism, and with the shadow of their origirralways beside them.
Ancient, predualistic materialism is an imperfect parailel to modern
materialism: it has the innocence before the fall, as 1t originated before
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stressedthat this justification lay in assigning the excluded, nonextended and therefore nonmechanical, characters a separate and fully
acknowledged domain of their own, not in denying them reality; in
other words, it lay in dualism, not in monism, and it automatically
lapsed with the subsequent abandonment of the spiritual complement: alone with itself, materialism becamean absurdity.
Yet this abandonment was inevitable because of the well-known
theoretical difficulties inherent in Cartesian dualism. Its forte from
the point of view of colporeal science, the mutual causal unrelatedness of the two orders of being, was also its mortal weakness (of
which "occasionalism" was the clear confession). In consequence,
Cartesian dualism broke up into two alternatives; and, while Berkeleyan idealism and Leibnizian monadology boldly tried the side of the
res cogitans, natural sciencehad no option in its choice of ..matter."
Much as sciencewould like to have its choice understood in terms of
method only and to be spared a confessiofidei, there are those among
its own proper objects that force it to face the issue of materialism on
the ontological level. These objects are living organisms, the mysterious meeting-place of Descartes' two substances,though he himself
acknowledged such a "meeting" in only one case.
Here we must mention the most extreme aspect of Descartes'
mechanistic theory of the animal body, an aspect he could afford
precisely under the protection of his dualism. The animal automata,
though entirely determined by the rules of matter, are yet so constructed that their functioning suggeststo the human onlooker an
inwardness analogous to his own without their possessingany such
inwardness. All signs of pleasure and pain in animals are deceptive
appearance,i.e., taken for such signs only by an unjustified inference
from the habitual connection that in oui case obtains between them
and certain feelings. we impute the latter when we observe the
former, but the imputation is gratuitous. Animals, in otler words, are
nothing but bodies.' The gain of this tour de lorce ray in its confining
the discovery of the distinct concept of mind, which was the feat of
dualism, had left its indelible mark on the ontological landscape.
9. Cf. Descartes, Discourse on Method, part V; also Treitise on Man,
and numerous passages inhis Letters. From the last, e.g.: .,We are so
accustomed to persuade ourselves that the brute beasts feel as we do [a
habit of thought engendered by "the resemblance existing between most
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the locus of inwardnessin nature to the solitary case of man. Puzzling
as it was there, it was an exception to an otherwise universal rule and
left the rest of living nature free for purely mechanical analysis.Having rid "body" in general of any relation to mind, and the scienceof
body of any obligation to deal with the phenomena of mind, Descartes and the Cartesians could feel safe in treating the organism as
just another instanceof the res extensa.
Thus, at the cost of just one unmanageablemetaphysical problem,
the expurgation of the world of matter from the admixtures of mind
was made defensible, since the claims of mind or inwardness were
still honored by their allocation to a separate substance, with its
independent set of phenomena under their own laws, even if its domain had to be contracted to the sphere of humnn consciousness:
resolute dualism in one instance provided the good conscience for
materialism in all other instances, and the unsolved enigma of man
protected the nonenigmatic, if metaphysically meaningless,nature of
the entire extrahuman biological realm. (See Appendix to this
Essay.)
Now it is easy to see that the very successof the monistic venture,
which this compromise with dualism had started on its course, evenof the actions of the beasts and our own": Letter lo? of March 16381that
it is difficult for us to rid ourselves of this opinion. But if we were as
accustomed to seeing automata which imitate perfectly all those of our
a-ctio-n-s
which they can imitate, and to taking them for automata only, we
should have no doubt at all that the irrational animals are automata too"
(Letter to Mersenne of July 13, 1640.) Already in a previous letter, of
June 11, 1640, Descartes had declared to the puzzled Father: ,,I do not
explain the feeling of pain without recourse to the soul . . . but I do so
explain all the external motions which in us accompany that feeling: these
alone are found in the beasts, and not pain properly speaking.,' The
brazennessof the last assertion has something disarming. one cannot help
wondering whether Descartes himself believed in the decree of his reasoning outside the charmed circle of theory, e.g., when actually dealing with
animals. But the doctrine certainly stayed with him to the end-witness
Passions ol the Soul, Paft I, art. 50 (published in 1650, three months
before his death; see also the detailed statement in the Letter to the
Marquis ol Newcastle of November 1646.) The material is beautifully
marshalled in Leonora Cohen Rosenfield, From Beast-Machine to ManMachine: Animal soul in French Letters from Descartes to LaMettrie
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1941.)
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tually withdrew from it the saving grace which the latter for a time
could extend to it. For that successwas achieved through the theorv
of evolution, and evolution precisely abolished the speci"alposition o'f
man which had warranted the cartesian treatment of att ttre remainder. The continuity of descentnow estabrishedbetween man and the
animal world made it impossible any longer to regard his mind, and
mental phenomena as such, as the abrupt ingression of an ontologically foreign principle at just this point oi theiotal flow. with the last
citadel of dualism there also fell the isoration of man, and his own
evidence became available again for the interpretation of that to
wtrig.hhe belongs. For if it was no longer possibfeto regard his mind
as discontinuous with prelruman biologicai histor/, ttreri uy the same
token no excuse was left for denying mind, in proportionate degrees,
to tle closer or remoter ancestral forms, and hence to any level of
animality: common-senseevidencewas reinstated through the sophistication of theory-against its own spirit, to be sure.
Thus evolutionism undid Descartes'work more effectively than any
critique had managedto do. In the hue and cry over thb
Ie,laphysical
norgnrty crone to man's metaphysical status in the doctrine
of his
animal descent, it was overlooked that by the same token some dignity had been restored to the realm of life as a whole. rf man
was the
relative of animals, then animals were the relatives of man and
in
degreesbearers of that inwardness of which man, the most
advanced
of their kin, is conscious in himself. Thus after the
contraction
brought about by christian transcendentalismand cartesian
dualism,
the province of "soul," yi
feeling, striving, suffering, enjoyment,
l
extended
by th9 principle of continuous gradatiJn, f-.un
lguh:
over the kingdom of life. what both spinozaio and Leibni
z had,
enunciated as an ontol9g14 postulate, tire principle of qualitative
continuity, allowing for infinite gradations in ouscority and'clarity ot
"pe.ception,"
has through evoluiionism become a togicar complement
to the
genealogy of life.11 The highest lo.,ld haie been
-scientific
reachedfrom the lowest only through all interiediary stages,
whether
m{:Iicle ..Spinozaand the Theory of Organism,,,Iournal of
.r]9.j:"
Ine,yislory
ol phitosophy3/ 1 (1965), 43_57.
l 1' Even the Aristotelian biological hierarchy of "sours" is
in a way
restoredunder the form of geneargFicar_sequence':
the evotutionary*lateri,
largelycoincideswith the Arirtot"liuo ,,higtter.
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these were merely transitional or left in being as permanent representatives.Where, then, throughout the enormous extent of this series
can we draw with reason a line with the "nothing" of inwardness on
its far side and the incipient "one" of it on the near side? Where else
than at the beginning of life can the beginning of inwardness be
placed? But if inwardness is coextensive with life, a purely mechanistic account of life, i.e., one in outward terms alone, cannot be
sufficient. The subjective phenomena defy quantification and accordingly cannot even have outward "equivalents" substituted for them.
Appetition, for instance, as actuating behavior, cannot be replaced by
physical momentum, the drive for self-preservation by inertia, and
measured in terms of amounts of these. The fear of death is an
absolute which can be more or less acutely felt (according to the
general level of feeling), but is in these different casesnot present in
greater or smaller amounts of a measurable quantity, even if the
powers to act which it commands are measurably greater or smaller.
So it happenedthat in the hour of the final triumph of materialism,
the very instrument of it, "evolution," implicitly transcended the
terms of materialism and posed the ontological question nnsrrv-\,i/hs1
it just seemedsettled. And Darwinism, rnore than any other doctrine
responsible for the now dominant evolutionary vision of all reality,
turns out to have been a thoroughly dialectical event. This becomes
increasingly visible as its teachings are philosophically assimilated.
Whatever their successso far, all contemporary revisions of traditional ontology indeed start, almost axiomatically, from the conception of being as becoming, and in the phenomenon of cosmic
evolution look for the key to a possible stand beyond the old
alternatives.

ApprNox (p. 56)
Tlu Meaningof Cartesianisrnfor the Theory of Life
Cartesian dualism landed speculation on the nature of life in an
impasse: intelligible as, on principles of mechanics, the correlation of
structure and function became within the res extensa, that of structureplus-function with feeling or experience (modes of the res cogitans) was
lost in the bifurcation, and thereby the fact of life itself became unintelligible at the same time that the explanation of its bodily performance
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seemed to be assured. The impasse became manifest in occasionalism: its
tour de force of an extraneous, divine "synchronization" of the outer and
the inner world (the latter denied to animals) not only suffered from its
extreme artificiality, the common failing of such ad hoi constructions, but
even at so high a cost.failed to accomplish its theoretical purpose by its
own terms. For the animal machine, like any machine, raiJes Leyond
the
question of the "how" that of the "what foi" of its functionine:-of the
pupose for which it had thus been constructed by
its maker.; It, p"r_
formance, however devoid of immanent tereology, must serve
an end, and
that end must be someone's end. This end may (directly)
be itself, as
indeed Descartes had implied when declaring ,erf-pr"re*"iio'
to be the
effect of the functioning of the organic automaton. In
that case the
existence as such of the machine wouta be its end-either
terminally, or
in turn to benefit something else. In the former case, the
machine wourd
have to be more than a machine, for a mere machine
cannot enjoy its
existence. But since, by the rigorous conception of
the res extensa, it
cannot be more than a machine, its function and-or
existence m,st serve
something other than itself. Automata in Descartes'time
were mainry for
entertainment (rather than work). But the raison
d'€tre of the living
kingdom could not wen be seen in God's indulging
his mechanical abilities or in the amusement of-celestial spectatois-especiany
since mere
cgmp.l,e1ity of- arrangement does not cieate new
quality and thus add
something to the unrelieved samenessof the simpre
*urtJut,r- that might
enrich the spectrum of- being. For quality, beyond
the primitive determinations of the extended,pe,r se, is the subjective
creatur6 of sensation, the
confused representation of quantity in a mind; and
thus "rg*ir-,
"unr,o,
harbor it because as mere machin"esthey lack mentality,
"""J pui" ,pirir,
cannot because they lack senzuarity, oi th"
privilege'of co#usion and
thereby of illusion *itn itr possible Jr;"y-"t.
And as to their interrectual
erljoyment, even that, deprived of tire thrill
of discovery by the same

il the contemplation
of whatto ."m"i"irrryirurg"io,"r_
llljr:_y-*lpul," b:l the
ever-repeated
exemplification
of th! saie few,
::::^r_r.Ijl1g,
elementary (and ultimately

trivial) truths.
There remained, then, the time-honored--Stoic
as well as christianidea that plants and animals are for the benefit
of Man. Indeed, since the
of a riving world is the necessary condition for
the existence of
:iir":::
any or rts members, the self-justifying nature
of at least one such member

f' The concept of "machine," adopted
for its strict confinement to
efficient cause, iistill a finalisric ;o""6i;;;";
though the final cause is no
Ionger internal to the entity, as a mod!-;i
i; o*" operation, but externar
to it as antecedent design.
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(:species) would justify the existence of the whole. In Stoicism, Man
provided this end by his possession of reason, which makes him the
culmination of a terrestrial scale of being that is also self-justifying
throughout all its grades (the end as the best of many that are good in
degrees); in Christianity, by his possession of an immortal soul, which
makes him the sole imago Dei in creation (the end as the sole issue at
stake); and Cartesian dualism radicalized this latter position by making
man even the sole possessorof inwardness or "soul" of any kind, thus the
only one of whom "end" can meaningfully be predicated as he alone can
entertain ends. All other life then, the product of physical necessity, can
be consideredhis means.
However, this traditional idea, in its anthropocentric vanity never a
good one even where it made sense,no longer did make sense in the new
dualistic and occasionalist setting. For man, the supposed beneficiary of
living creation, i.e., of all the other organic mechanisms, was now himself
an inexplicable, extraneous combination of mind and body-a combination with no intelligible relevance of the body for the existence and inner
life of the mind (as also, of course, vice versa). Therefore, even if it was
shown that the existence of the organic world was necessarv for the
existenceof human bodies, as indeed it is, it could not be shown that the
existence of this very body was necessary for the existence of ..man"
considered as the thinking ego.2 Furthermore, the very distinction of
man's body within the animal kingdom, viz., to be at least partially an
organ of mind-that distinction for the sake of which Descartes had been
willing to brave the contortions of the pineal gland doctrine-was also
nullified by the occasionalist fiction, in which thJ human body became no
less completely an automaton than all other organisms. Thus, the existence of the entire living kingdom became utterly unintelligible as to purpose and meaning as well as to origin and procreative cause. A vast
scheme of delusory "as ifs" superseded all question of real issue in the
working of things.3
2. Berkeley, in due course, drew the conclusion from this theoretical
rednndancy: bodies are nothing but mental representations (,.perceptions").
3. It is worth to note the profound change which the concept of ,,soul"
underqent: from a principle of life and thus of action it became a principle of pure subjectivity-a dimension rather than a principle-and as
such essentially powerless. This must be borne in mind when considering
the two connected Cartesian ideas that "life" is a fact of physics alone,
and that "soul" is a fact of man alone: according to the first, life is a
particular corporeal behavior following from a particular corporeal struc-
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All this amounts to saying that the main fault, even absurdity, of the
doctrine lay in denying organic reality its principal and most obvious
characteristic, namely, that it exhibits in each individual instance a striving of its own for existence and fulfillment, or the fact of life's willing
itself. In other words, the banishment of the old concept of appetition
from the conceptual scheme of the new physics, joined to the rationalistic
spiritualism of the new theory of consciousness,deprived the realm of life
of its status in the scheme of things. It is a measure of the compelling
motives behind this conception, farfetched as it was, that it could hold its
ground against the irrepressible voice of our psychophysical experience,
every one of whose acts eloquently contradicts the dualistic division.
Cartesian dualism created the riddle of how an act of will can move a
limb, since the limb as part of the extended world can only be moved by
another body's imparting its antecedentmotion to it.a Yet after learning
ture which distinguishes a class of objects in nature, viz., the natural
automata; according to the second, "soul," equated with consciousnessof
any kind, be it feeling, desiring, perceiving, thought (anima:mens:
cogitatio), as such not required for physical function of any kind and
thus not lor life, is absent in animals and present in man, but is neither in
lus case a principle of o'life," which remains a purely structural-behavioral
phenomenon in all cases. Cf. Descartes' letter of May, 1641, to Regius
(Adam-Tannery III, 370 fr..), where he explicitly rejects the traditional
idea of species of souls-vegetative, sensitive, rational-arguing that the
first two, the powers to grow and to move, which man shares with the
brutes, "are toto genere difierent from mind" and "nothing else than a
certain disposition of the parts of his body."
4. The counterexperiential principle which became axiomatic for
theory was most succinctly stated by Spinoza: "The body cannot determine the mind to thought, neither can the mind determine the body to
motion nor rest, nor to anything else, if there be anything else" (Ethics
III, prop.2). With Spinoza this was, ostensibly, a proposition subject to
demonstration (duly supplied) from first truths. But in reality it was
postulative, and the "first truths" were conceived with a view to it--more
particularly, with a view to the second half of the proposition which alone
seriously mattered. The real argument should have read thus: If there
were interaction of body and mind, there could be no science of nature;
but there must be a science of nature: ergo, there cannot be interaction of
body and mind.-The
positive complement to the negative rule shows
where its real application lies: "A body in motion or at rest must be
determined to motion or rest by another body, which was also determined
to motion or rest by another, and so on ad infinitum" (ibid., lemma 3
after prop. 13). At least in this application to the corporeal realm, the
ontological rigor of the rule admits no exception; and we may add that
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from theory that it cannot be, we still go on feeling that we do move our
arms "at will." Theory, while invalidating this primary certainty, had yet
to explain it. The "violence" of metaphysical speculation after Descartes,
which dared common sense more than any previous one and needed
accordingly greater ingenuity to carry it on, is in part explained by the
enormity of what it had to cope with.s The "psychophysical problem"the cost for the scientific revolution-loomed
behind all its exertions.
Never had the rift between reason and immediate knowledge been so
great.
Besides the riddle of our practical experience, there was the riddle of
degreesof organization which the animal kingdom so manifestly displays,
but which no longer could be related to degrees of self-rewarding awareness. The new doctrine denied the means for connecting the perfection of
a physical organization with the quality of the life supported by it: all it
provided for was the connection between organization and observable
behavior, i.e., organic function. The wealth of gradation in the animal
world from the most primitive (i.e., simple) to the most subtle (i.e.,
complex) structure could not be overlooked, but had to remain meaningnone of the leading thinkers of the period down to, and including, Kant
ever challenged the validity of it. The motives for thus ruling out of court
the most insistent evidence of common experience-that fear or love or
deliberation can determine action and thus be causes of bodily motionhave been discussed in the Essay: whatever their theoretical merit, they
commanded overwhelming consensus and still express the creed of the
scientist.
5. Indeed, there is little "ingenuity" or inventiveness in former speculation, and perhaps it should have no place in philosophy. It makes its
appe€rranceonly where theory has to uphold prior commitrnents, as e.g. in
the case of certain problems posed to the Schoolmen by the competing
authorities of revelation and reason (or, Scripture and Aristotle), which
had to be reconciled. But the doctrine of God, creation, and salvation,
though outside experience, surely does not contradict experience. Cartesianism was the frst to creata a. situation in which theory self-confldently
clashes with experience: this situation, as it demanded of theory a new
kind of ingenuity to effect a'teconcilation," also allowed it a new, despotic ruthlessness in dictating the terms of it ( a combination characteristic of the thought of Spinoza and Leibniz): theory could indulge in a
radicalism unknown to it before. That this ruthlessnesswent by the name
"rationalism" is a historical circumstance which veils the imperiously
of
willful element in the situation. Philosophy has reason to distrust the
masterful manner in theorizing, and for more than the Humean or
Kantian reasons: the question is whether the intellect conforms or prescribes to realitv.
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less. Since no other kind of soul than the rational was recognized, all the
mechanical perfection displayed in animal organisms amounted just to a
gigantic hoax, as no higher type of experient life corresponded to greater
excellence of mechanical performance. Thus the very perfection in terms
of external construction and function mocks all justification in terms of
lives.
Obviously, with regard to both riddles, theory could not rest with the
verdict of sheer unrelatedness, nor with its desperate reprieve by the
continuous miracle of divine coordination: Spinoza's and Leibniz' grand
attempts to improve upon the Cartesian position offered ingenious solutions to both aspects of the psychophysical problem. Yet they were solutions to the problem as set by Descartes, sharing the motives and the
broad terms of his bifurcation (to which indeed all thinkers till after Kant
remained committed). Their very ingenuity, as remarked before-a typically inventive ingenuity called forth in response to a difficulty never
faced before and itself an invention of theory-makes us admire the
thinkers but suspect their problem. Our admiration is in part that for a
feat accomplished with the performer's hands tied behind his back.

